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It iS the purpose of this paper to present a theory of traffic assifnment for the

mathematical
descriptions of the traffic assignment Patte-S On an urban and high-

way network･ To do this･ we discuss the probability of occurrence of a traffic as-

signment pattern and develop a new method, named Probability Maximization Me-

thod, which
can derive the most probable asslgnment pattern under the glVen road

and traffic conditions.

For a more realistic traffic asslgnment this method is furthermore extended
to

the one with capacity restraint･ In this paper two extended traffic assignment

models are proposed･ One is a flow-dependent asslgnment model using
a travel time

function and the other with capacity constraints
on li血ks of the network･ Tbougb

both the models are formulated as a nonlinear programming problem respectively･

it is shown that the former can be solved by an iterative procedure and the latter

by the SUMT method, one of the more effective methods of nonlinear programming･

Ta. Introduction

lt is well known that drivers'cboices among

マarious alternative routes through a road net-

work
as they travel from some origin to desti-

--nation
are very various and unccrtain･ It seems

to be caused by that drivers'bellaViors at the

･一time of route choices are normally different

~because the characteristics of a route such
as

route travel time or cost are judged differently

-by the drivers and they also don't皿eCeSSarily

have perfect knowledge on these route cbara-

･cteristics enough
to judge correctly:

Most of the existing methods of traffic

･asslgnment
are, however･ deterministic and are

based on the assumption that all the drivers

.evaluate
the network

in exactly the same ma-

nner. In studying
more realistic traffic asslgn-

ment problems
it is important tO take into ac-

.count the different behaviors of drivers and

also the effects of traffic congestion･ In tIlis

-･paper through probabilistic approaches
to tlleSe

-;problems
a new prObabilistic method

for traffic

-,assignment
is proposed･

Main features of this metllOd are that it is

ゴormulated as a nonlinear programming problem
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and血as strict logic as a theory of traffic as-

slg皿ment.

2. Fornuhtion of the Problem

we consider a road network
on which r OD

flows are distributed. Between each OD palr

we designate no more than s routes in the net-

work. Now consider a trip distribution pattern

composed of overall X trips on the network

under the condition that the total travel time

becomes E. If we distinguish the indiuidual

trips one by one, we can recognize

many micro-states,
or combinations

wbicb make up tllis trip distribution

By elements of combinatorial analysis

number of such micro-states, W(E),

wx(E)-(E+X-1)!/(X-1)!E
!

there are

of trips,

pattern.

the total

is

(1)

where E must be integer.

Let Wx(E+AE) be the total number of

micro-states when E chages infinitestimally

AE, then it is

wx(E･AE)-澄畏㌫鼓
(2)

Taking the ratio of Eq･ (2) to Eq･ (1), we have
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Wx(E+AE)/Wx(E)-(E+AE十X-1)!(X-1)!E.!/(E+X-1)! (X-1)! (E+AE)!

-(E+X)(1+X/(E+1))(1+X/(E+2))･･････
(1十X/(E+AE-1) /(E+AE)

By assuming X>>1 and E>>AE we omit AE

in Eq.(3), then

-甲諾欝--
(1･X/E)△E (4)

Taking tile logarithm of both sides of the above

equation, we obtain

log Wx(E+AE)-log Wx(E)-AE log (1+X/E)

Or

A log Wx(E) -rAE (5)

where we put

T-log(1+X/E) (6)

On the other hand, the number of micro-

states, z(E), which give rise to the traffic

assignment pattern (Xik) under the condition

that the total travel time becomes E is given

by

a(E)-(X!J ITXiた!)
i,た

(7)

also from elements of combinatorial analysis.

Where Xiた(i-1, 2,-, r, k-1, 2,-, s) is the

number of trips using the A-th route between

the i-th OD pair･ As a matter of course Eq.(i)

is related to Eq.(7) by the following equation,

Wx(E)- ≡ (X!/ 1TXiた!) (8)
Xiた i,お

where the summation is over Xik satisfying

the total travel time constraint. Then if all

micro-states are equally probable, tⅠ1e traffic

assignment pattern (Xik) that maximizes I(E)
is undoubtedly the most probable.

It has been proved mathematically in sta-

tistical mechanics that if X takes the large

number, Wx(E) is proportional to the maximum

of a(E). Then if we designate the maximum of

a(E) by Z(E), the following relation should hold

Wx(E+AE)/Wx(E)-Z(E+AE)/Z(E) (9)

It follows

A log Wx(E) -A
log Z(E) -rAE (10)

Subtracting Alogz(E) from both sides of the

latter half relation in Eq.(10), we have

A(log Z(Er)-log z(E))-A(rE-log a(E)) (1D

In the above equation if z(E) has its
maximum,

Z(E), both sides become 2:erO. Thus, we now

(3)

conclude that the most probable traffic asslgn-

ment pattern is given by minimi2:ing

rE- log I(E) (12)

under the glVen traffic and road conditions. It

is noted that Eq. (12)isanalogous to the Helmholt2;

free-energy function which has a minimum for･

a tbermodynamic system in equilibrium.

Let tik be the travel time via the k-th

route between the i-th OD palr, then the total二

travel time in the network can be expressedi

by

E-∑∑Xikiik
i A

(13)

0皿 the other band, using Stirling's formula-

(log x !幸x log x-x) logz(E) can be expressed by-

logz(E)-XlogX-∑∑XiklogXiた (14)
i A

where X is constant. Then we can rewrite the･

objective function as

r宇宕xiktik-(-写冨xiklogXik)(15)

The second term
of tile above function we`･

shall call trip asslg皿ment entropy with refe-

rence to the form of entropy in statistical

mechanics. Now it is concluded that the mos亡

probable traffic asslgnment pattern is obtained■

by minimizing the objective function (15)subject-
to

∑Xik-Xi
A

X!囲

where Xi means the volume of the i-th ODJl

flow. Eq.a6) represents the conservation law on･.

the i-th OD flow.

Solutions to the problem can be obtained by-

Lagranglan method in general･ Particularly if

the link travel time is flow-independent, weへ･

obtain the solutions easily as

Xik exp(-rtik)
∑exp(-riik)
た

Xi )nR

It is of considerable interest to note that

the objective function (12)brings out the relationノし

of the existing method to two extreme cases.

If r is so large that the second
term

of theノ.

objective function is negligible we have an-

optimalasslgnment pattern that minimzes the

total travel time. In addition, if the link travel:.･_
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time is constant, it leads to an alトor-nothing

assignment pattern. On the contrary, if ㍗-0,

the problem is to maximi2;e the trip assignment

entropy function wbicb means that all trips are

asslgned uniformly to each route･ A
real traffic

asslgnment pattern is considered to lie in the

reglOn between these two extreme cases･ The

value of r used for a real network asslgnment

problem should be determined empirically･ For

instance such
㍗ as puts an observed and com-

puted asslgnment pattern in close agreement

may be chosen.

This new method, which we shall call Pro-

bability Maximization Method, assigns each OD

flow to some alternative routes and the asslgn-

ment rate to each route is derived theoretically

from within the model. That is, intbismetbod

there is no necessity for glVlng an empirical

diversion curve.

In a similar way probabilistic consideration

as mentioned above also can be applied
to the

traffic distribution problems, wbic血 bas been

already treated in the author's previous works.
1)

The use of the entropy maximizing methodology

in the analyses of traffic distribution bas been

explored by several authors. Sasaki showed2),

assumiI一g a priori probability of traffic distri-

bution, that the most probable traffic distri-

bution pattern was found by maximizing 仙e

logarithm of a joint probability corresponding

to a traffic distribution pattern. Wilson3) set

up an entropy function defined as the logaritllm

of the number of micro-states corresponding to

a traffic distribution pattern by analogy with

statistical mechanics and in his discussion the
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most probable distribution pattern was obtained

by maximizing the entropy function subject to

the fixed total travel cost constraint. Major

differences of the author's model from Sasaki's

and Wilso皿's models were that it was formulated

without using a priorl probability and also with-

out the fixed total travel cost constraint.

3. Flow-Dependent Assignment

ln studying more realistic traffic asslgnment

problems it is necessary to take into account

the effects of traffic congestion. The prlmary

feature of the floⅥ7-dependent algorithm is its

provision for link travel time functions. These

functions may be any linear or
nonlinear rela-

tion of link flow to travel time for that flow.

Let us define a travel time function on link

h(h-1, 2,･･･, i) as

Th(∑∑h ∂ih'Xik)
i た

where

hβiた- (:

(lB)

if link hEroute k between the

≠-tb OD pair

if link h牢route k between the

i-tb OD pair

The total travel time E is then glVen by

∑∑∑h6ikXik Tk(∑∑h∂iたXik)
i k h

･
iた

(19)

Thus the problem is to find a set of Xik to

mlnlmlZe

∑∑∑hJik Xik Th(∑∑h∂iたXik)
i A A i A

+∑∑XiklogXik
i た

sub.1'ect to Eq.任6). And the result is

xi k

-蒜㌫驚講究≡貨㌶8kifkkiT銑xi
冨匹

(20)

where Th' is the first derived function with

respect to Xiた. It is easily proved that if all

Th are convex and monotone increasing func-

tions, the objective function Czo)has only one

minimum value.

The introduction of flow-dependent travel

time considerably complicates the analysts Of

the asslgnment problem, but if we put

∑∑h ∂ik Xik-Qh (2分
L A;

and we define Fh that satisfy

Fh(Qh)-Th･QhTh′-志(QhTh)鍋
then the solutions can be rewritten as

Xik exp(-r∑hh 6ik Fh)

妄言蒜xi ¢4
≡ exp(-r∑hh
A:

Afterall the following iterative procedure is

used for obtaining
a set of Xik.

Step 1. Compute the initial Fk(0) based on

the link travel time at free flow conditions.

Step 2. Assume r
and obtain a set of Xiた

from Eq. (u).
Eヨ

Step 3. Compute again the new Fk(0) based

on the new link travel time obtained by using

the above (Xik).

Step4. Fh(n)(n-1, 2,･･･) for the second

and succeeding iterations are updated according
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to

Fh(n) -
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Tbe first route
#

mFh(n-1) +Fh(n-1)

m+1
防

where m is a constant given properly in order

to stabilize the iterations.

Step 5. The previous Fh(nll) is replaced

by the new Fk(n).

Return to Step 2 and repeat the iterations until

Fh(n) is sufficiently close to Fh(n-1)

Step 6. Based on the converged link travel

times OD volumes are
asslgned and link volumes

are accumulated.

An example problem

To demonstrate the use of this model an

example problem is solved. In Fig. I the problem

Fig. 1 Road network for the example problem

network is illustrated. OD flows are glVen in

Table 1. Two routes are assumed between each

OD palr On the network, wbicb are expressed

in the route matrix form.

Tahle 1. OD table

(Ⅴ.p. 也)

These routes are fixed during the asslgnment

process.

Tbe following link travel time function is

used for the problem.

Th-ahOh+bh h-1, 2,･･･, 9 ¢6)

where

Th-link travel time in minutes;

Qh-link volume in vehicles per hour;

ah-empirically derived constant;

bh-COnStant representing travel time at free

flow conditions

q)

1～
コ

○
h

K王

K;

K!

K!

E蓋

K去

K71

K!

K!

Kilo

1 2

0 1

1 0

1 0

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

link

3 4

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

The second route

q)
■■

コ

○
h

1 2

K… 1 0

K22 o 1

K: 0 1

K≡ 0 1

K… 0 0

K芸 0 0

K72 o o

K書 0 0

K冨 0 0

K至o 0 0

link

3 4

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 0

1 0

0 1

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

5 6 7 8 9

0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

5 6 7 8 9

1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0

0 1 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 1

Table 2. Coefficients of the link travel time

function
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Eq.C26) is a linear travel function, which allows

link travel time to increase linearly with flow.

The coefficients of Eq. CZ6) are listed in Table

2.

The value of r should be glVen empirically

and in this case was assumedアニ0.5.

Tbe solutions
to the problem

are shown in

Fig.2 and Table 3.

The value of m used for the iterative proI

cedure was 3 and required 21 iterations until

obtained the converged solutions. The choice

γ-0.5
vo山me(∨.p.h)
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1▲
;-:●

Fig. 2 Assignment resulting from the use of

linear travel time function-link volume

and travel time-

Table 3. Assignment resulting from the use of linear travel time

functionィonte volume and travel time-

γ=0.5

first route

…三言igmneeFv.｡. h) EtriOXtee(ti;nv.e)1
(む-◎

(彰一④

(ヨー(9

㊨-㊨

@-@

㊨-(申

@-@

@-@

匡害-匿害

@-@

1, 454

311

652

1, 024

636

741

1, 295

949

1, 178

858

16. 62

26. 16

17. 20

12. 70

22. 27

15. 31

10. 31

ll.15

6.94

13. 46

second route

…三言igmneeFv.｡. h) ItriOXtee(ti;nv.e)I
246 【 19. 64

27. 77

20. 81

16. 31

24. 27

15. 48

18. 06

13. 33

8. 86

13. 09

of m is considered
to have considerable influ-

ence on the number of iterations. With respect

to the determination of m the followlng COm-

puter experiences were gained. That is, the

more tbe 皿umber of iterations, the less the

･computation
time per iteration, on the contrary

the fewer the number of iterations, the more

the computation time per iteration. This result

indicates that the overall effort required to

solve a problem will be relatively insensitive

to the choice of m. But we should also note

that if too small a value of m isused, specially

for asslgnment With a nonlinear travel time

function, this iterative procedure may not

COnVerge･

As mentioned in the previous section, if ㍗

→∞, the asslgnment pattern from the model

leads to the optimal asslgnment pattern Which

minimizes the total travel time. Fig.3 and

Table 4 show the solutions to the problem at

γ=10. It is remarkable that tlle assignment

pattern sboⅥ7n in Fig.3 and Taple 4 is very close

not only to the asslgnment Pattern according

vo山me(v.p.h.)

Fig. 3 Assignment for r-10

-link volume and travel time-

to total travel time minimization prlnCiple but

also to the asslgnment pattern according
to

principle of equal times･ As shown in Table 4

prlnCiple of equal times is approximately sati-

sfied on 3 0D pairs of㊥-④, ㊨-① and㊥-④.
It is known that if a monotone increasing travel

time function is used, the asslgnment patterns

according
to these two prlnCiples, wbicb were

both proposed by Wardrop4), will become simi-

lar each other when the total flow increases.

Particularly, if a travel time function is expres-

sed by
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TahI6 4.-I :Assignment for r-10

-route volume and travel time-

γ=10.0

first route

asslgned

volume (yT:_P:_早)
route travel

time (min.)

second route

asslgned

vo!ワm?_(_Ⅴ･plhJl_還笠基!nv.e)I①-@

①-㊨

㊨-(む

①-㊨

1,;.0.0!去…:冒…
ー700

1, 100

童二重 ;_:三

17. 01

12. 60

22. 93

0

0

0

0

79

14. 92 ; 676

㊨ - (む E 1,300 1 10.51

㊨-④ r 1,101

』.Ⅶ_墨遥】l_
__ー-_
+_400900

ll. 47

6.80

13. ll

Th(Qh)-aQhb a主o b≧0 餌

these tⅥ70 aSSlgnment patterns Can be proved

to become equivalent perfectly.

4･ Assign-ent with Capacity Con8t)taints

Anotber means of expression of capacity

restraint is the use of the capacity constraint

tn each link of the network.
Capacity con-

straint can prevent link flow iI一eXCeSS Of link

capacity from being asslgned to the link.

Probability Maximization Method with capa-

city constraints is formulated as follows･.

mlnlllllZe

T∑∑XiたIik+∑∑XiたlogXiお
i A: i A:

subject to

∑Xik-Xi
k

and

∑∑h∂iおXiた≦Ch
i A

Cz母

監E

(30)

where Eq. (30)means the capacity constraints and

Ch is capacity on link h. Then this asslgnment

problem must be solved by some constrained

nonlinear programming method.

SUMT (sequentialunconstrained minimiza-

tion techniques)),which is one of the more ef-

fective methods of constrained nonlinear pro-

gramming, is one of penalty function methods

wbicb solve by transforming a constrained non-

1inear programming problem into an uncon-

strained problem. For example, suppose we

want to solve the above asslgnment problem

19. 40

28. 48

20. 47

16. 06

23. 62

15. 21

9;91:1………妻
expressed by Eq.(姻through Eq.(30), we form a

new unconstrained objective function

f(X, rM)-r∑∑Xiたtiた+∑∑Xik logXik
i A: i A

+(,M)一昔∑(∑xiた-Xi)2
i A:

+ru∑h-Åh/(Ch-∑∑hJiたXik) (3B
i A

where rM, a Penalty factors, are positive and

form a monotonically decreasing sequence of

values (ro>rl>r2 -rM>rM+1 ･･･>0).
The pro-

cedure of the SロMT method is based on the

minimi2;ation of a new function i(X, rM) over

a strictly monotone decreasing sequence of γ-

values (γ∬). Under certain conditions, it bas

been proved that tile Sequence Of unconstrained

minima of I(X, rJlt) will approach a solution

of the original problem as rM goes tO Zero.

The essential requirement is the convexity of

the I function. In this case Eq.(3カcan be easily

shown to be convex so that this aslgn血ent

problem will be well treated by the SUMT me-

thod.

The computational procedure is as follows:

Step 1. As a starting point for the pro-

cess, select a point Xo such as

Ch--∑∑hO'iたXik≧O for all h. Where, equality
i A

constraints have no need for taking into ac-

count, then such an initial interior point will

be easily found.

Step 2. Select ro, the initial value of rM,

determine the minimum of f(X, ro).
The te-

chnique used
to

minimize I will
be describe

later. The initial value γo must be glVen a

numerical value in actual computations. Choice
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of γo will relate to the total nllmber of com-

putation required to obtain the solution. It

占eems difficult to determine the best ro strictly

because it will relate to scaling of the problem.

Fiacco and McCormick recommened¢) some

tlleOretical methods for selecting the initial

value γo, wbicb will be helpful for our croblem.

Step 3. Select γ1 Such as O<γ1<γo and de-

termine the minimum of I(X, rl).
Step 4. Continuing in this manner, a se-

quence of points (X(rM)), are generated that

respectively minimi2:e i(X, rM). The sequence

of i-minimization converges to the optimum of

the prlmal objective function.

Tbe asslgnment problem transformed ill

489

the form of Eq.(3t) can be solved by some of

unconstrained nonlinear programming methods,

which are much easier to solve than constrained

nonlinear programming methods･ In this paper

we will use Flecber-powell method to minimize

i(X, rM), Which is one of the gradient search

methods using the conjugate directions･

An example problem

To illustrate the computational techniques

described above and to investigate the effecti-

veness of仙e asslgnment model by the use of

the SロMT method an example problem is solv-

ed. The road network and OD pattern used here

Table 5. Assigned volumes at each reduction in rM

N : step number M : number of function evaluations per step
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are same as used in the previous section. In

this paper, however, each link travel time is

assumed a constant and its value is taken to be

the same as bh Of Eq.鯛. Let the capacities of

links be all 3,000 v.p.血and let the value of r

be 0.5.

We start from the initial values of Xik all

100. Let the initial valhe of rM be lO4 and let

the reduction of rM be determined by the sim-

ple relation rM-rM-1/c, Where c>O is a con-

stant and assumed 10 in this example.

After 6 calculations off-minima we obtained

the solutions to the problem. The value of ro-

104 was reduced
to

r6-10-1. The resulting asI

slgnment Pattern is given in Fig.4. Assigned

volumes to the routes, Xik, at each reduction

in rM are glVen in Table 5. It is notedthatall

γ-0.5

Fig. 4 Assignment resulting from the use

of capacity constraints

-link volume-

equality constraints are more and more closely

satisfied as rM->0. It is also noted that each

link volume is restricted within that link capa-

city.

The choice of the initial ro and the factor

c by
which rM is reduced have considerable

influence on the effectiveness of the SロMT

method. Consequently the question arises as to

wbetber certain values of these parameters are

to be prefered
to

others with respect to
reduc-

ing the total
number of calculations required

to compute the solution. Tben ∇e tested the

sensitivity of the method to various choices of

ro and c.

The results are shown in Table 6 and 7.

An obvious relation between the initial value

of rM and the amount of computational effort

couldn't be found. However, it should be noted

there is some danger that the resulting milli-

mum
will exceed some of the constraints if γo

is decreased below a certain value, on the other

hand, when ro is increased beyond a certain

value, the resulting minimum is forced so far

Table 6. Relation between ro and the amount

of computation

ro 104 l lO5 F 106

6 7 7

98 1 118 1 100

48.74 】 54.33

Table 7. Relation between c and the amount

of computation

説ニー-+-巨譜--:!60-I--!-:11l

M F1 1042 801 881 81

9･5【 13･31 14･7! 16･2

45.741 37.41】 40.251 39.54

N : number of iterations of ∫-minima

M : total number of function evaluations

into the interior of the feasible reglOn, tben-

inordinate computation time is required to solve

the problem.

With respect to the choice of c, the com-J

puter experience shows that the overall effort･

required to solve a problem seems to be rela-I

tively insensitive to the choice of c.

For the asslgnment Problem discussed abovel

a linear programming also can be applied by tbe･

linear approximation of the objective function.

But this procedure suffers from the bandicap･

that the number of variables increases inordi-I

nately.

5. An AlteI･native Formulation

The asslgnment models considered in the.

previous sections is formulated in path-flow

form which treats flows assigned to routes as･

variables. However the path-flow formulation

has the disadvantage of requiring the determi-

nation of tile first, second, etc, shortest route･

tbrougb the network before the assignment

process, wbicb will be cumbersome computatio-

nally for a large scale asslgnment problem. In

this section we state Probability Maximization

Method in link-flow form, wbic血treats flows

asslgned to links as variables and show the

technique to solve that problem.

In link-flow form let Xi]たbe the k-th OD
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flow on link (i, j). Let ii] be the link travel

time and Ci] the capacity. Let Xk be the A-th

OD flow. Then the problem is to minimize

r∑∑∑ ii]Xi]た+∑∑∑Xi}たlog Xi]た (32)
i } k i ) k

subject to

∑(Xijた-X]ih')-
メ

∑Xi)･た≦C
A

Xk for i-orlgln node

-Xk
for i=destination

node

O otberⅥ7ise

and

Xi]た≧0 鰯

where Eq.(33) means the node conservation law

for each OD flow. In the above formulation the

link travel time ti) is allowed to be either

flow-independent or flow-dependent. For this

asslgnment Problem the SUMT method will be

also effective. The asslgnment model in link-

flow form, however, bas handicap that the

numbef of variables increases inordinately for

a large scale asslgnment problem.

6. Conclusion

ln this paper for the purpose of the mathe-

matical descriptions of the real traffic asslgn-

mellt pattern On a road network two asslgnment

models lVitb capacity restraint were proposed.

These models derive the most probable asslgn-

ment pattern under the glVen road and traffic

conditions and their major features are that

･tbey are formulated as constrained nonlinear

491

programming problems and have strict logic as

a theory of traffic asslgnment. For further

problems we must investigate the applicability

of the asslgnment pattern by the models
to the

real pattern through many practical asslgnment

problems.

Witb respect to capacity restraint tile Cases

of using travel time fuIICtions and using capacity

constraints were considered in this paper.

Though both have advantages and disadvantagesll

respectively, the assignment model with travel

time functions seems superior
to the model with

capacity constraints in practicality and com-･

putational simplicity.
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